


ABOUT US

We are a transportation company based in 
Laredo, Texas.

Our fleet is fully equipped for all shipments 
operating in the US, Mexico, & Canada.

We believe in making freight transportation 
accessible & technology driven.



SERVICES

Door to door
Offering cross border transportation throughout the US, Mexico, and Canada.

Dedicated
We are committed to scale up shipments as your company grows

Expedited
Need a shipment fast? We’ll ship your load with team drivers so you receive it 
in half the time



OPERATORS

Our operators are fully committed to delivering 
shipments on time while fulfilling the client’s 
requirements.

Alongside vast years of experience, operators are 
regularly trained to comply with safety requirements 
to ensure customer satisfaction.



LIVE TRACKING

With our 24/7 live tracking you’ll know 
where your load is at all times.

    Full Visibility 

    Full Transparency



LOCATION

Located at the heart of the transportation hub in Laredo, Texas with branches 
across the US and Mexico.



TERMINALS

We Operate alongside our partners with terminals throughout the US and Mexico.

US
Laredo

San Antonio
El Paso

Kansas City

Mexico
Cienega de Flores

Colombia
Cuautitlan

Ciudad Juárez
Silao

Saltillo
Chihuahua

San Luis Potosi
Queretaro
Hermosillo

Aguascalientes



EQUIPMENT

70+ trucks containing state of the art technological equipment that facilitates the 
collection of data (planning, safety, distance effectiveness) and more efficient 
communication.

Our technology allows us to share 24/7 live 
tracking along with camera snapshot upon 
request.

170+ dry van trailers that are maintained at a 
clean food grade state to meet customer 
requirements.



TRUCKS



TRAILERS



MAINTENANCE

We maintenance our own trucks to reduce cost 
and down time.

On duty professional mechanics ensure our 
equipment is ready to dispatch without any 
issues.

Preventive maintenance minimizes on the road 
repairs.



DISTRIBUTION

Need warehousing and distribution?

We offer warehousing and transloading 
solutions to get your shipment delivered 
fast and efficiently.



PARTNERS

We work alongside the two biggest transportation companies in Mexico with a 
combined fleet of more than 4,000 class 8 trucks. ATG is our partner carrier in the 
United States. Containing company trucks and owner operators to serve all of our 
customers needs.



OUR TOP CLIENTS



IMPACT STATEMENT

We are committed to transition more than 50% of our fleet to fully sustainable 
transportation by 2030.



THANK YOU


